
Hall’s hits an all-time high
Key Features
– Windows-compatible
– EDI document sharing between pack house, 
   cold store, exporter and receiver 
– Barcode scanner
– Full stock control at different depots
– Full control over dispatched stock
– Full fi nancial reconciliation back to producer
– Full creditors and debtors section
– Integrated email/internet facilities
– Built-in data backup facilities
– Full export facilities of any data 
   to the format of choice
– Full on-line help with documentation 
   and user manual
– Online-support
– Network & multi-user access
– Comprehensive search facilities
– Numerous standard reports
 

Key Benefi ts
– Effective and effi cient
– Transparency
– Reporting ease
– Does not change the way business 
   is conducted
– Reduced administrative management time
– Manages producers
– First-class traceability
 

Technology
– Microsoft SQL server
– XML EDI Process between multiple 
   packing facilities and head offi ce
– Advanced reporting with built-in report 
   writer for custom reports
– Automated email system for producer 
   account sales and remittances
– Scale integration for accurate weighting
   of products

For more than a century the Halls name has been synonymous with 
high-quality fruit and nuts supplied into South African and international 
markets. The company, which is based at Mataffi n Farm in Mpumalanga, 
is active across the entire fresh produce value chain - from growing its 
own fruit and sourcing world-class products from other suppliers, to 
packaging, innovative transportation and marketing the fresh produce 
to local and international retail outlets.

In 2007, Halls installed Prophet’s QX modules FruitTRAK and 
Koldstor. Three years later the full QX suite was implemented, enhancing the 
company’s business practices, as per fi nancial manager Kuen Pappas.

Since then, use of the software has evolved from basic data input 
to complex views and reports. “I’ve developed an understanding of 
the workfl ow and tables within the database which has enabled me to 
utilise the software to its greatest potential,” says Pappas, adding that 
since implementation the company’s operations certainly had improved.

Today, Halls uses FruitTRAK and Koldstor at the various avocado 
packing facilities in Nelspruit and Tzaneen to intake, grade and dispatch 
avocados. QX is then utilised to track the sales and related costs and 
ultimately pay the producers. Pappas believes the software has altered 
the way that tasks within the business were carried out appreciably, thus 
boosting business practices – from reconciliation of deliveries for 
growers to fully automated, detailed reports for all parties in the process.

Although the organisation currently uses only about 75% of the 
software’s full functionality, it nevertheless provides signifi cant 
advantages in dealing with both growers/suppliers and customers, as 
well as other parties in the supply chain. Among the benefi ts are: instant 
access to information for reporting/queries for suppliers, growers and 
customers; better producer account sales and remittances; automatically 
generated and distributed reports; and fi nancial reconciliation to the 
company’s Accpac system.

When asked about the major benefi ts of using the Prophet 
software, Pappas says: “Not only do we enjoy good support, but 
Prophet’s systems have very stable platforms and logical workfl ows. 
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Noteworthy too is the fact that the system is improved continuously, 
plus it enables us to provide great customer service nonstop.”

Founded in 1890, HL Hall has evolved from a pioneering farming 
company into a diversifi ed business concentrating on fresh produce, 
property development and investments. In 2006 Halls was named as 
one of the fi ve top performing fresh produce companies in the United 
Kingdom by that country’s leading industry analyst and a year later it 
won an award as one of leading South African retailer Pick n Pay’s
top fresh produce suppliers.

Starting out as a citrus and vegetable producer, Halls become 
well-known in the 1940s for offering the fi rst mail-order delivery
service of fresh produce to households across the country. In the 1950s 
the company was recognised as the largest citrus producer in the 
Commonwealth. 

Investing heavily in land, Halls owned more than 40 000 hectares of 
agricultural land by the early 1960s. It then diversifi ed its products and
services, adding timber, tobacco, fruit processing, honey, a feedlot, an 
abattoir, game farming and irrigation engineering to its core offerings.

But the 1980s saw a change in focus for the company. Global 
market changes and devastating citrus diseases that ravaged the region 
saw avocados replacing citrus as its main export crop.

HL Hall & Sons Holdings Ltd has four subsidiary companies:

  Added businesses

  property-based new ventures.

constitutes the Halls Fresh Produce business.
Major products include avocados, litchis, pecans and sugarcane. 

Halls is one of the world’s foremost avocado producers and marketers and 
it was the fi rst avocado operation in the world to achieve an ISO9000 
Universal Quality accreditation. It has more than 80 hectares of litchis 
under management, 250 hectares of pecans and 550 hectares of 
sugarcane.

The highly focused farming operations, fresh produce packing and 
marketing remained a core component of the Halls business, says 
Pappas. Returning to the subject of QX, he explained that the software 
met all the company’s current and future requirements as a procurement, 
stock management and sales system. “Data integrity, productivity and 
customer satisfaction are at an all-time high as a result of our QX 
implementation,” he added.

Prophet SA director JD van Wyk comments: “We’re proud to be 
a software supplier to such a distinguished company and we’ll try to 
improve our service levels and software continually.”
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“Prophet has surpassed competitors   
 and established itself at the forefront 
 of the fresh produce IT industry. 
 Continuous product enhancement 
 and development ensure that they’ll 
 remain in this position for some 
 time to come.”

                                                    Kuen Pappas 
                                              Financial
                                              Manager    


